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Figure 3.9: Example rest-frame spectrum of an ELG showing the blue stellar continuum, the
prominent Balmer break, and the numerous strong nebular emission lines. The inset shows a zoomed-
in view of the [O II] doublet, which DESI is designed to resolve over the full redshift range of interest,
0.6 < z < 1.6. The figure also shows the portion of the rest-frame spectrum the DECam grz optical
filters would sample for such an object at redshift z = 1.

In Figure 3.10 we plot the g � r vs r � z color-color diagram for those galaxies with
both highly-secure spectroscopic redshifts and well-measured [O II] emission-line strengths
from the DEEP2 survey of the Extended Groth Strip (EGS) [201]. The grz photometry
of these objects is drawn from CFHTLS-Deep observations of this field [208], transformed
and degraded to the anticipated depth of our DECam imaging (see §3.6.1). As discussed
in the next section, we expect to achieve a very high redshift success rate for ELGs with
integrated [O II] emission-line strengths in excess of approximately 8 ⇥ 10�17 erg s�1 cm�2.
This integrated [O II] flux corresponds to a limiting star-formation rate of approximately
1.5, 5, and 15 M� yr�1 at z ⇠ 0.6, 1, and 1.6, respectively, which lies below the ‘knee’ of the
star formation rate function of galaxies at these redshifts [213, 214].

Figure 3.10 shows that strong [O II]-emitting galaxies at z > 0.6 (blue points) are well-
isolated from the population of lower-redshift galaxies (pink diamonds) and the stellar locus
(grey contours). The separation between galaxies above and below z ' 0.6 occurs due to
the spectrum blueward of the Balmer break (�rest ⇠ 3700 Å; cf. Figure 3.9) shifting into the
r-band filter, which rapidly reddens the r � z color. Similarly, at z & 1.2 the Balmer break
moves into the z-band filter, causing both the g � r and r � z colors to be relatively blue
at higher redshifts. The black polygon in Figure 3.10 delineates the target selection box to
isolate the population of strong [O II]-emitting ELGs at 0.6 < z < 1.6. By targeting galaxies
in this box to a depth of rAB = 23.4, we strike a balance between maximizing the number
of z ⇠ 1 ELGs with significant [O II] flux while simultaneously minimizing contamination
from stars and lower-redshift galaxies. ELGs galaxies with the very bluest colors are not
included in the selection box, as their “flat” spectra exhibit similar colors at all redshifts and
are therefore di�cult to select in our redshift range.
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DESI Science Objectives 

•  Cosmic expansion accelerating 
— Breakdown of General Relativity? 
— New GR component giving repulsive gravity? 

•  What measurements to perform? 
— The distance scale-redshift relation DA(z) 
— Directly measure expansion rate H(z)  
— DESI will also look at the growth of structure 
— Cover evolution of these quantities over wide redshift range 

•  A lot of interesting physics happening in range 0<z<3.5 

•  What techniques? 
— Baryon acoustic oscillations 

•  Provides robust metric to measure expansion history 
•  Via tracer galaxies, can probe out to high redshift 

— Spectroscopy:  precision in 3rd dimension 
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No matter what:  
New Physics!!
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DESI Science Requirements 

•  Maximize survey volume: 
— 9000 sq. degrees is threshold survey 
— Goal: baseline survey is 14,000 sq. degrees 
— Depth: deeper than SDSS: >30 million galaxies 

•  BAO distance scale measurement:  
—  0.28% precision (0 < z < 1.1)  
—  0.39% precision (1.1 < z < 1.9) 

•  Hubble Parameter to 1% at 1.9 < z < 3.7 
•  Need to extract DA(z) and H(z) separately 

—  In region z < 1.5, systematic uncertainties 
•  < 0.16% DA  
•  < 0.26% for H 
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How Do We Get There? 

•  BOSS set very productive path 
•  Need 10x BOSS volume 
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How Do We Get There? 

•  BOSS set very productive path 
•  Need 10x BOSS volume 

— However, plug plates don’t scale 
past O(106) sources/year 

•  Automated fiber positioning 
system 
—  5000 spectra/exposure 
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Mayall 4m 
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4 FIBER SYSTEM 78

Figure 4.10: Proposed Fiber Cable cross section.

and to confirm compatibility of the cable properties with the telescope’s pointing control system.
No degradation in the performance of the drive system was found (DESI-0752).

Figure 4.11: The routing of the Fiber Cable starts at the Focal Plane Spool Box, traverses the
telescope tube and pivots, enters the spectrograph room, and terminates at the spectrograph spool
box. Two routing options are shown with the one on the left preferred.
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Focal Plate and Fiber Positioners 

 
•  500 per petal:  10 petals in focal plane 
•  5000 actuators on 800 mm diameter focal plate 
•  Need to be positioned within 5 micron of target 

— Fine tuning iteration < 1 minute 

•  Expect ~200k reconfigurations 
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0.85m 

fiber positioners in an array of 
precision holes in the focal plate 
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Fiber Positioners 

•  Design accuracy achieved 

•  10.4 mm 
•  Operation 

—  center-to-center, 12 mm 
patrol disk 

•  production nearing 
completion 
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Figure 3.9: The components of the DESI 10.4 mm pitch fiber positioner. The design is based on
commercial o↵ the shelf �4 mm DC brushless gearmotors.
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Figure 3.10: Positioning accuracy of prototype over a 400,000 move test. (The anticipated lifetime
number of moves on the DESI instrument is 186,000.) The test is fully automated with a fiber
view camera. The test takes place with continuous duty for over a month. The positioner met
all requirements with comfortable margin throughout. Over the 400,000 move test, we observe a
small increase in 1st correction max positioning error, which we believe is due to micron-scale wear
on the internal gears. Two prototypes with motors from two di↵erent vendors were tested to the
400,000 move lifetime during prototype development. More positioners will be tested as they become
available in Fall 2015, with a minimum of two more complete life tests before the first engineering
model round of production.

axes are referred to as ✓ and �. The kinematics and coverage are illustrated in Figure 3.11.
Each of the two motors directly drives an axis. There are no custom gears or o↵-axis transmis-

sions needed. The motors can be purchased from any of several vendors. Motors come from the
factory with an integral gear head that has a reduction ratio of 256:1 to 337:1, depending on the
particular vendor.

We control sti↵ness, run-out, and parallelism of the two rotational axes by two bearing car-
tridges (one for the ✓-axis and one for the �-axis). Each cartridge is a hollow cylindrical assembly
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Petal Assembly 
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of completed petal assembly with fiber positioners, fiducials, GFA, and
fiber spool box. This is a single unit ready for loading into the integration ring.

not moving. A total of 30 J each is allotted per observation cycle. The cooling system will be sized
to these allotments, though it is noted that current positioner prototypes have total energy usage
< 11 J per reconfiguration.

3.3.3 Positioner Mechanical Design

The DESI fiber positioner has eccentric axis kinematics and is sized for a 10.4 mm center-to-center
pitch. Actuation is by two �4 mm DC brushless gearmotors. Each positioner has one electronics
board attached to the rear. This board accepts a DC voltage for power and CAN messages for
communications and then drives the two motors. Power is shut o↵ when the positioner is not
operating. The positioner mounts to the focal plate petal by screwing it into a threaded hole like
a sparkplug.

Prototypes are fast (180�/sec), accurate (1st move error: 10-13 µm rms, 25-30 µm max; 1st
correction error: 1-2 µm rms, 4-6 µm max), and robust (tested to 400k reconfigurations with no
degradation in performance). One of the prototypes is shown in Figure 3.8 and the individual
components are shown in Figure 3.9. Plots of positioning accuracy measured in a typical prototype
are shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.8: Prototype of the DESI 10.4 mm pitch fiber positioner.

The positioner moves the fiber about a planar disk region. There are two rotational degrees of
freedom, a central axis and an eccentric axis. These axes are parallel to each other. Often these
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Spectrographs 
Red Camera & 
Cryostat / CCD 

R
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~140 mm 
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completion 
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x 4096, 15 
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DESI Survey Area & Imaging 

South: 
-  6200 sq. deg. 
-  g, r, z bands 
-  Blanco/DECam 
-  Plus DES overlapping 

footprint 
North: 
-  5500 sq. deg. 
-  Mayall z band 

-  completed 
-  Bok g, r bands 
g=24.0, r=23.6, z=23.0 
~ 2 mag deeper than SDSS 

Public data releases 
-  Started early 2015 

•  14k sq. degree footprint 
•  Low galactic and atmospheric extinction 
•  Need new imaging in three primary areas 
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Figure 3.19: The primary imaging surveys that will result in targeting data for the DESI project.
The footprint at DEC  +34� will be covered using the Dark Energy Camera (DECam) on the
Blanco 4m telescope at Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory. The Dark Energy Camera Legacy
Survey (DECaLS, in yellow), the Dark Energy Survey (DES, in orange), and the extended DECaLS
in the North Galactic Cap (DECaLS+, in purple on left) are underway. A proposal for the remaining
extended DECaLS in the South Galactic Cap (DECaLS+, in purple on right) will be submitted.
Imaging of the North Galactic Cap region at DEC � +34� (cyan) will be covered with the 90Prime
camera at the Bok 2.3-m telescope in g� and r�bands (BASS: the Beijing-Arizona Sky Survey) and
with the upgraded MOSAIC-3 camera on the Mayall 4m telescope in z-band (MzLS: the MOSAIC
z-band Legacy Survey). Both the Bok and Mayall telescopes are located on Kitt Peak National
Observatory.

to the input imaging, ensuring that there are no detectable sources within the fiber diameter
in any of the input bands. These will be provided at a density such that every fiber (when
possible) will have the option of a blank sky if it isn’t otherwise assigned to a science target.

3.6 Baseline Imaging Datasets

The samples described above can be selected given highly-uniform optical imaging data in
the g, r, and z bands, as well as all-sky imaging from the WISE satellite. The same imaging
data for selected science targets will be used to identify calibration targets (standard stars
and sky fibers). A combination of three telescopes will be used to provide the baseline
targeting data for DESI: the Blanco 4m telescope at Cerro Tololo, the Bok 90-inch and
the Mayall 4m telescope at Kitt Peak. The footprints of the primary surveys using these
telescopes that will deliver the targeting data are shown in Figure 3.19 and the next three
subsections discuss these surveys and their current status in more detail. The status of the
WISE data is presented in § 3.6.4.

3.6.1 Blanco/DECam Surveys (DEC34�)

The Dark Energy Camera (DECam) on the Blanco 4m telescope, located at the Cerro Tololo
Inter-American Observatory, will provide the optical imaging for targeting over 2/3 of the
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DESI Hubble Diagram 
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DESI Hubble Diagram 
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BAO Distance Scale Measurement 

•  DESI is a substantial step 
forward 
— 10x inverse variance on 

BOSS 

•  DESI nearly optimal ground 
based experiment: 
— all of the non-dusty sky 

available 
— easiest galaxies for z 

measurement 

•  competitive with Euclid  
—  Large redshift range 
—  Extend overall range to higher z 
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2 SCIENCE MOTIVATION AND REQUIREMENTS 38

Figure 2.16: Constraint on the sum of the neutrino masses in eV against the dark energy density
!DE = ⌦DEh2 obtained by combining DESI BAO with LSST weak lensing, in each case including
Planck CMB constraints. More powerful constraints are obtained when the full power spectrum
from DESI is used. See Table 2.11.
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Figure 2.17: Prospective constraints in the ⌦m–⌦⇤ plane obtained by combining DESI BAO with
LSST weak lensing. More powerful constraints are obtained when the full power spectrum from
DESI is used. See Table 2.9.

redshifts for many tens of thousands of SNe host galaxies. This will happen both for the faint galaxy
survey out to z ⇠ 1, but also with the BGS at z < 0.4. Over a 10-year period, a typical (L⇤) galaxy
has at least a 1% probability of having a detectable SN Ia. This means that the BGS will contain
of order 105 supernova host galaxies, and the LRG sample of more massive galaxies could produce
a comparable number at higher redshift. While photometric redshifts are planned for the large
LSST and DES supernova samples, spectroscopic redshifts allow more precision, particularly at
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DESI Will Discriminate Between �
Dark Energy Models 

15 

DESI 
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DESI measures the total neutrino mass 

•  Large-scale structure (LSS) is sensitive to neutrino properties 
•  Massive neutrinos decrease small-scale power at low redshift 

— DESI can measure an error of 0.017 eV in the sum of masses, enough 
to start to distinguish the normal and inverted hierarchy of mass states 
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Figure 2.16: Constraint on the sum of the neutrino masses in eV against the dark energy density
!DE = ⌦DEh2 obtained by combining DESI BAO with LSST weak lensing, in each case including
Planck CMB constraints. More powerful constraints are obtained when the full power spectrum
from DESI is used. See Table 2.11.
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Figure 2.17: Prospective constraints in the ⌦m–⌦⇤ plane obtained by combining DESI BAO with
LSST weak lensing. More powerful constraints are obtained when the full power spectrum from
DESI is used. See Table 2.9.

redshifts for many tens of thousands of SNe host galaxies. This will happen both for the faint galaxy
survey out to z ⇠ 1, but also with the BGS at z < 0.4. Over a 10-year period, a typical (L⇤) galaxy
has at least a 1% probability of having a detectable SN Ia. This means that the BGS will contain
of order 105 supernova host galaxies, and the LRG sample of more massive galaxies could produce
a comparable number at higher redshift. While photometric redshifts are planned for the large
LSST and DES supernova samples, spectroscopic redshifts allow more precision, particularly at
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Status and Plans 

•  DESI inherits from pioneering current and prior surveys 
— Will nearly complete northern sky BAO to z~1.5 
— Unprecedented precision of key cosmological parameters 

•  All major elements well along in construction, 
development 
— Imaging surveys 
— Instrumentation: CCDs, fibers and positioners, lenses 
— Software systems 

•  Commissioning on target for 2019 
•  First science data in < 1.5 years!  Stay tuned!!! 
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Backup Slides 
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Focal Plane 
& Actuators 

Fiber Support 
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Connection 
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Spectrographs 
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DESI Prime Focus Corrector 

•  Field of view:  3.2˚  
•  Wavelength bandpass: 

  360 – 980 nm 

•  f/3.6    900 kg glass 
•  C3, C4 done 
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Spectrograph Requirements 

requirement 

Analysis includes: 
•  geometric blur 
•  fiber size  
•  diffraction  
•  CCD effects 

Spot Size 
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Figure 5.12: Statistics from the Monte Carlo simulations for the tolerancing of the red channel
of the spectrograph. The blue curve is the di↵erential probability distribution and the red is the
cumulative distribution.

di↵usion.
The FWHM spectral resolution(�/��) for the simulated spectrograph is shown in Figure 5.13.

The red curve is the minimum spectral resolution for all fibers and the blue curve is the average. The
requirement of Table 5.1 is plotted as the dashed orange line. The spectral resolution requirement
is met at all wavelengths.
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Figure 5.13: The minimum and average FWHM spectral resolution versus wavelength for the
simulated spectrograph. The red curve is the minimum spectral resolution, the blue curve is the
average resolution and the dashed orange curve is the requirement.

The 50% encircled energy diameter for the simulated spectrograph is shown in Figure 5.14.
The red curve is the maximum for all fibers and the blue curve is the average. The simulated
spectrograph meets the requirement of < 50 µm from Table 5.1 for all wavelengths and all channels.

The 95% encircled energy diameter for the simulated spectrograph is shown in Figure 5.15.
The red curve is the maximum for all fibers and the blue curve is the average. The simulated
spectrograph meets the requirement of< 110 µm from Table 5.1 for all wavelengths and all channels.

The throughput of the spectrograph, from the fiber to the CCD, was also simulated. The
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Figure 5.16: The estimated throughput of the spectrograph. The blue, red and black curves are for
the blue, red and NIR channels respectively. The green curve is the sum of the channel throughputs
and the dashed blue curve is the requirement.

the specification of an irradiance of < 10�5 of the incident irradiance. In addition, a preliminary
stray light analysis was done (DESI-373). This study was used to define the surface roughness and
particulate requirements for the optical surfaces. We are currently working with Photon Engineering
(Tucson AZ) for a complete ghost and stray light analysis of the spectrograph.

5.2 Spectrograph Mechanical and Electrical Design

A CAD rendering showing the major mechanical components of the spectrograph is shown in Fig-
ure 5.17. The major mechanical components of the spectrograph are the bench, shutters, Hartmann
doors, fiber illuminator, CCD flat field illuminator, and thermal sensors.
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Slit
Fiber Spool Box

Spectrograph
Controller

Collimator
Mirror

Figure 5.17: A CAD rendering of the spectrograph. The colored cylinders are the light beams.
The fiber illuminator, CCD flat field illuminator, thermal sensors and light enclosure are not shown.
The spectrograph is 1.8 m wide ⇥ 1.4 m deep ⇥ 0.6 m high.
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DESI Online System 
Dataflow – read data from spectrographs 
and store (FITS) images in disk archive 
Control – orchestrate exposure sequence 
and control all components of the 
instrument 
Monitor – monitor and record operational 
and environmental parameters 
User Interface – observer console and 
remote access 

Focal Plane 

Fiber 
Bundles 

Observer Console 
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DESI Online System 
Dataflow – read data from spectrographs 
and store (FITS) images in disk archive 
Control – orchestrate exposure sequence 
and control all components of the 
instrument 
Monitor – monitor and record operational 
and environmental parameters 
User Interface – observer console and 
remote access 
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DESI Collaboration 

24 

484 Collaborators 
-  31 US Universities 
-  5 DOE Laboratories 
-  41 foreign institutions 

Expertise includes: 
-  BOSS, DES, LSST 
-  FMOS, LAMOST 
-  VIMOS, Megacam 
-  WFIRST, JDEM 
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Timeline 

25 

•  Deconstruction of Mayall:  Oct. 2017 
— Corrector installation   Feb. 2018 

•  Commissioning starts:   Oct. 2018 

•  Survey begins    Apr. 2019 
— 1st data set defined   Apr. 2020 
— BAO results on 1st data   Nov. 2020 

•  Expected to be at DETF Stage IV level 

•  BAO results on 60% data  Nov. 2022 
— Surpass science requirements 

•  Survey ends    Apr. 2024 
— Final BAO results    Oct. 2024 
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DESI Science Program 

•  Broad array of science 
planned 
— GR cosmology 

constraints 
— Discriminating non-GR 

models 
— Inflation 
— Neutrino constraints 

•  auxiliary programs in: 
— Galactic physics 
— Time-domain science 

•  Precision 
measurements 
—  2x to 6x 

Planck+BOSS BAO 
rms 
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Figure 2.10: Expansion rate of the Universe as a function of redshift. In the upper plot, the filled
blue circle is the H0 measurement of [106], the solid black square shows the SDSS BAO measurement
of [107], the red square shows the BOSS galaxy BAO measurement of [6], the red circle shows the
BOSS Ly-↵ forest BAO measurement of [47], and the red x shows the BOSS Ly-↵ forest BAO-quasar
cross-correlation measurement of [108]. The lower plot shows projected DESI points.

Figure 2.11: The w0 � wa plane showing projected limits (68%) from DESI using just BAO and
using the broadband (BB) power spectrum. Also shown is the limit from BOSS BAO. Planck priors
are included in all cases, and DESI includes the BGS and non-redundant part of BOSS. The figure
of merit of the surveys is inversely proportional to the areas of the error ellipses.
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DESI Science Reach 

•  Modified gravity: 
—  fs8 to 0.35% 
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of neutrino-like (relativistic) species.
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Synergies with Other Surveys 

•  WL surveys 
— Systematics 
— Photo-z calibrations, source 

of significant sys. error 

•  Euclid/WFIRST 
— Wider redshift range 
— Different techniques to get 

at tracer populations 

•  SN surveys 
— Wide redshift coverage 

overlaps range 

•  CMB surveys 
— DESI needs Planck to 

calibrate the BAO scale 
— CMB Stage-IV needs DESI 

to achieve their neutrino 
mass constraints 
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Figure 2.16: Constraint on the sum of the neutrino masses in eV against the dark energy density
!DE = ⌦DEh2 obtained by combining DESI BAO with LSST weak lensing, in each case including
Planck CMB constraints. More powerful constraints are obtained when the full power spectrum
from DESI is used. See Table 2.11.
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Figure 2.17: Prospective constraints in the ⌦m–⌦⇤ plane obtained by combining DESI BAO with
LSST weak lensing. More powerful constraints are obtained when the full power spectrum from
DESI is used. See Table 2.9.

redshifts for many tens of thousands of SNe host galaxies. This will happen both for the faint galaxy
survey out to z ⇠ 1, but also with the BGS at z < 0.4. Over a 10-year period, a typical (L⇤) galaxy
has at least a 1% probability of having a detectable SN Ia. This means that the BGS will contain
of order 105 supernova host galaxies, and the LRG sample of more massive galaxies could produce
a comparable number at higher redshift. While photometric redshifts are planned for the large
LSST and DES supernova samples, spectroscopic redshifts allow more precision, particularly at


